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This is a continuation of my copending application, 
Serial No. 210,540, tiled February l2, 1951, and now 
abandoned. 

This invention relates to improvements in electron 
scanning systems, and more particularly to scanning sys 
tems ofthe echo-ranging type. 

In the copending application, Serial No. 14,017, now 
Patent No. 2,786,193, tiled March l0, 1948, by Stanley 
R. Rich, there is disclosed an echo-ranging system where 
in a plurality of substantially unidirectional transducers 
are permanently fixed in the same positions relative to 
each other. By phasing the operation of said trans 
ducers, the overall transducer system may be made to 
operate as a directional system, that is, one having direc 
tional receiving or propagating characteristics. 
The aforementioned application discloses a particular 

electrical system particularly adapted to accomplish the 
phasing of the transducers so th t they will operate with 
any of a plurality of desired directivities. Briefly, this 
is accomplished by feeding an electrical delay line sys 
tem from each transducer. Energy is coupled from each 
of the delay lines at Various points along their lengths 
corresponding to various delayed periods. A pluralit3Í 
of circuits are fed by the energy coupled from each of 
said delay lines, each circuit being fed energy from each 
of the delay lines. The delays of the energy feeding the 
circuits are phased such that each circuit will produce a 
signal at its output in response to impingement of a sig 
nal on the transducer elements from a particular direction, 
each circuit being responsive to signals from a different 
direction. As a result, by selecting the output of a par 
ticular circuit, any desired directivity of the transducer 
system may be had. 

ln order to successively connect the outputs of each 
of the circuits to an indicating device, a switching tube is 
used, said switching tube comprising, for example, a plu 
rality of electrodes, each electrode being successively 
struck by a beam. The output of said switching tube is, 
therefore, successively the outputs of each of the circuits. 
This output is fed to the indicating means as, for exam 
ple, the grid of a cathode-ray tube, the beam of which is 
rotated in synehronism with the beam of the switching 
tube. Thus, the appearance of a signal at the transducer 
system from any direction will produce a signal at the 
output of one of the circuits, depending on the direction 
of the received signal and will produce a bright spot on 
the cathode-ray tube screen whose angular position indi 
cates the direction of the received signal . 

This invention discloses the use of electromechanical 
delay lines in place of the electrical delay lines in the sys 
tern described in the aforementioned application. By the 
use of electromechanical delay lines, the delay line sys 
tem may be greatly simplified and made considerably less 
expensive and less bulky. 

While any desired mechanical delay line system may 
be used in this system, this invention particularly dis 
closes the use of a novel type of electromechanical delay 
line. r[his delay line uses as its delaying medium piezo 
electrical material, so that signal energy may be coupled 
out of the delay line at any point along the length there 
of by merely contacting said delay line with conductive 
electrodes. - 
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2 
rThis invention further discloses a particular piezoelec 

tric delay line wherein the transducer is made unitary 
with the delay line proper, thereby eliminating the neces 
sity of electrical connections between the transducer and 
the delay line. 

This invention further discloses a particular type of 
piezoelectric delay line wherein the piezoelectric mate 
rial comprises an elongated cylinder having at the axis 
thereof a conductive electrode. The signals in such a 
delay line may be coupled into or out of said delay line 
`by merely attaching a conductive band around the delay 
line at the desired point, and the signal will then appear 
between the central axial electrode and the band sur 
rounding the piezoelectric material. 

Other and further objects and advantages of this in 
vention will be apparent as the description thereof pro 
gresses, reference being had to the accompanying draw 
ings, wherein: 

FIG. l illustrates an echo-ranging system utilizing the 
mechanical delay line network; 

FIG. 2 illustrates a particular delay network wherein 
each trausducing element is made unitary with its respec 
tive delay line; 
FIG. 3 illustrates a cross-sectional View of the delay 

line illustrated in FÍG. 2, taken along line 3--3 of FIG. 
2; and 

FIG. 4 illustrates a coaxial piezoelectric delay line. 
Referring now to FIG. l, there is shown a plurality or" 

»transducer elements lil which may be of any desired type 
such as crystal transducers or magnetostrictive transduc 
ers. As shown here, these transducers are arranged in a 
semicircular pattern, and comprise one half of a trans 
ducer system which will be described herein. The other 
half of the transducer system is indicated in dotted out 
lines and would feed a second delay network similar to 
the delay network fed by the transducers lil. One side 
of each of the transducers 1t?, as shown here, is connected 
to ground, and the other side of each of the transducers 
is connected, respectively, to electrodes 1l through 1S, re 
spectively, which are in Contact with piezoelectric delay 
lines 19 through 26, respectively, on one side adjacent 
one end thereof. On the opposite side of delay lines 19 
through 26 are electrodes 27 through 34, respectively, 
which are grounded, said electrodes cooperating with elec 
trodes 1l through 1S, respectively, to couple energy into 
Ithe respective delay lines. Delay lines 19 through 25 
may be of any desired electromechanical type such as 
mercury delay lines, magnetostrictive delay lines, or, as 
shown here, a delay line made up of piezoelectric mate 
rial. This piezoelectric material may be, for example, 
barium titanate crystals held together in the desired shape 
by a binder or molding under pressure and/or heat. lt 
is to be clearly understood that the piezoelectric material 
may be any of the other well-known piezoelectric mate 
rials such as Rochelle salt crystals. 
The other end of each of the delay lines 19 through 26 

from the input electrodes 11 through 13 is terminated by 
being in physical contact with material which absorbs 
compressional wave energy, as at 35'. Material 35 may 
be any of the well-known sound absorbing materials such 
as bodies of cork wool or putty-like plastics. A particu 
lar useful sound absorber of the putty-like plastic variety 
is commercially available under the trade name “Visca 
loid” produced by the General Electric Company. 

Spaced aiong each of the delay lines 19 through 26 
between the input electrodes 1l through i8 and the ab 
sorbing termination 35 is a plurality of signal pick-ott 
electrodes. These signal electrodes are arranged in‘ 
groups, each group comprising two pairs of pick-off elec 
trodes, each pair of each group of electrodes picking olf 
a signal from the delay lines having substantially the same 
signal time delay, but the signal time delay of electrodes 
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picked off for different groups being substantially differ 
ent. Because the transducer elements are arranged in a 
semicircular pattern, the spacing between successive 
groups of electrodes along the delay line decreases in 
accordance with a sine or cosine function of the angular 
displacement of successive transducer elements l@ from 
a reference. 

ln order to reduce the side lobes in the directivity pat 
tern of the transducer system comprising transducers lll, 
'the signal pick-oil electrodes increase in size toward the 
more delayed end of the delay lines 19 through 26, with 
the result that a larger portion of the signals from the 
transducers lil upon which the instant wave lirst impinges 
Will appear in the output circuits which correspond to the 
directivity of Athe impinging wave. 
The groupV of signal pick~oiî electrodes are intercon 

nected in series circuits similar to the circuits described in 
the aforementioned copending application, each circuit 
having one end thereof grounded, and the other end 
thereof connected, respectively, to a difl’erent one of a 
plurality of circularly arranged electrodes 36 of a switch 
ing tube 37. In the interconnections of »the electrodes, 
the lines at the bottom and top of the delay line system 
are interconnected with lines labeled by like letters being 
directly connected together by conductors not shown on 
the drawings. 

Switching tube 37 is shown' here diagrammatically as a 
plurality of electrodes 36 successively contacted by an 
arm 38 which, in practice, may be an electron beam in an 
evacuated envelope. The signals appearing at electrodes 
36 are successively connected by arm 3S to the input of 
an ampliñer 39, the output of which tfeeds the grid 40‘ of 
a cathode-ray tube indicating device 4l. The deflection 
system of the cathode-ray tube 4l comprises coils 42 
which are rotated in synchronism with the arm 3S by 
means of a synchronized beam rotator 43. 
A deflection voltage is applied to the coils 42 by means 

of a sweep generator ¿4l which may generate a voltage of 
the type which will produce a substantially linear de 
ilection or" the beam radially outward from the center of 
the cathode-ray tube screen. Thus, if the sweep gen 
erator ¿i4 is triggered simultaneously with the initiation 
of a short burst of radiation from a transmitting trans 
ducer, not shown,y the cathode-ray tube beam will be 
slowly deflected outward [from the center of the cathode 
ray tubeV and simultaneously rapidly rotated successively 
presenting echo signals directively picked up by the trans~ 
ducer and delay line system, and resulting in a plane 
position indication of surrounding targets which produce 
echo signals upon impingement of a transmitted signal 
thereon. 

{eferring now to FlGS. 2 and 3, there is shown a modi 
fication of the transducer and delay line system shown in 
FIG. l. In' particular, there is illustrated a horn-shaped 
transducer element 1d which, as shown here, is made of 
piezoelectric crystal material, but in reality may be any 
desired material or medium capable of transmitting com 

YThe large end of t-he horn is in 
contact with the medium from which sign-als are to be re 
ceived such as, for example, in underwater sound appli# 
cations, the water. The small end or" the horn' is directly 
attached to an elongated piezoelectric material’dâ which g 
comprises the delay line. Electrodes d6 are positioned 
at the desired points along Kthe delay line to pick olf the 
signals with the desired delay which yare phased by an 
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any desired material and shape, the horn shape illustrated 
herein' being merely for purposes of illustration. 

Furthermore, if desired, the signal energy may travel 
down the delay line material 45 as transverse Waves. For 
optimum pick-ott conditions, the electrodes 46 should be 
positioned parallel to the amplitude vector of the wave. 

Referring now to FIG. 4, there is shown a further modi 
iication ot a piezoelectric delay line wherein the delay 
line material 45 is in the form of a cylinder. Extending 
coaxially down' the center of the cylinder is a conductive 
member 47 which «acts as a common electrode for all the 
signal input and output electrodes. Signal input and out 
put electrodes 48 may then be, as shown, rings surround 
ing the piezoelectric delay line material 45 in contactV 
therewith. The energy lfrom the transducers lll is then 
lfed into the delay line material by application between 
the common conductor 47 and the signal input electrode 
at one end of the delay line material 4S, thereby setting 
up compressional wave signals in the material 45 which 
are propagated toward the other end thereof, and are to be 
absorbed by the absorbing material 35. These waves 
which will comprise substantially longitudinal compres 
sion’al waves may lthen ybe picked oit by signal pick-olf 
electrodes ¿t3 spaced along the delay line material 45 and 
used to produce delayed output signals. 
While the systems of FIGS. l and 2 show the inter 

connections between the electrodes in the form of series 
circuits of electrodes, the modification of FlG. 4 is adap~ 
ted for an interconnection system where the electrodes of 
each circuit are in parallel. The use of barium titanate 
for the delay material is particularly useful with circuits 
`wherein the pick-olf electrodes are connected in series 
since the electric impedance of the barium titanate is 
relatively low so lthat the overall impedance of a series 
circuit will not be in excess of the load comprising 4the 
switch 37 into which the circuits feed. 

This completes the description of the embodiments of 
the invention illustrated herein. However, many modi 
ñcations .thereof will be apparent to persons skilled in the 
art without departing from the spirit and scope or" this 
invention. For example, the number of transducer ele 
ments lll and the delay lines may be varied greatly. ln 
fact, twenty-four were used with each delay network in 
practice. Other indicating systems besides the cathode 
ray tube presentation may be employed, and the piezo 

' electric delay lines may be used for other purposes such 
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interconnection between diiïerent delay lines in a manner ,Y 
imilar to that illustrated in FlG.V l. 

.1 ~„ 1 „ , . . , 

the delay linefrom tne horn atlrterm :rates 1n sonno ab 
sorbing material 35. . , „ 

Energy impinging on the large end ofthe horn will set 
' up longitudinal compressional waves in the horn material 
which will be propagated strom the little end of the horn’ 

The other end ofY 

70 

along the delay line material 45 and picked oil by thc Y 
electrode. lt is to be clearly understood that the trans 
ducers l@ attached to the delay line material may be of 

as computer or communications work. Accordingly, it 
is desired that this invention be not limited by the de 
scription of the embodiments of the invention illustrated 
herein, except as defined by the appended claims. 

t Wha-t is claimed is: 
1. A system comprising a group of wave energy propa- i 

gating elements spaced in a ñxed pattern, one of a group 
of solid compresisonal Wave energy piezoelectric delay 
lines connected, respectively, to each of said propagating 
elements, and a plurality of output signal channels fed 
Aby saiddelay lines. n '  

2. A system comprising a group of Wave energy trans 
ducer elements spaced in a tix-ed patternQone of a group 
of homogeneous compressional wave energyV piezoelectric 
delay lines connected, respectively, to each of said trans 
ducer elements, and a Vpluralityrof output signalfchan 
nels including signal pick-oit electrodes in direct contact 
with said delay lines at prescribed points corresponding 
-to a predetermined directivity of said latter group, theV 
delay introduced by said delay lines differing between said 
transducerV elements, wherebysignals of .varying phase 
from said transducer elements into said piezoelectric de 
l-ay lines appear in phase at said selected intervalsialong 
said delay line. . ' ' ' Y 

A3. A system comprising a group of compressional wave 
' energy transducer'e'lernents spaced in a ñxed pattern, a 
plurality of signal channels interconnecting said elements, 
said channels comprising'solid piezoelectricrdelay lines, 
and means comprising a plurality of outputs for progres 
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sively selecting a particular channel dependent upon the 
desired signal phase relation of energy passing through 
said transducer elements, whereby input signals of varying 
phase from said transducer elements into said solid delay 
lines are made >to appear in phase at said selected outputs. 

4. A system comprising a group of compressional wave 
energy propagating elements spaced in a ñxed pattern, 
and a plurality of signal channels interconnecting said 
elements, said channels comprising solid piezoelectric 
delay lines directly coupled with compressional wave en 
ergy transfer means to said elements. 

v5. A system comprising a group of electromechanical 
vibratory elements spaced in a fixed pattern, a plurality of 
signal channels connected to said elements, said chan 
nels comprising unitary piezoelectric delay lines, and 
means for selecting Va particular channel dependent upon 
the desired signal phase relation of energy passing through 
said transducer elements. 

6. An electromechanical signal delay line comprising 
a plurality of bodies of piezoelectric material, signal input 
means in contact with one portion of each body, and a 
plurality `of substantially equal spaced pairs of signal out. 
put means interconnected and in contact with other spaced 
portions of each body. 

7. A system comprising Ia group of sonic electrome 
chanical unitary vibratory delay elements, signal input 
means connected to said elements, signal output chan 
nels connected to said elements, means for selecting a 
.particular signal output channel, and means for indicat 
ing a signal obtained from a selected channel. 

8. A system comprising a group of sonic electro 
mechanical unitary elements, signal input means con 
nected to said elements, a signal output circuit coupled 
to each of said elements, and switching means for se 
quentially selecting each of said output circuits. 

9. An electromechanical signal delay line comprising 
a plurality of bodies of piezoelectric material, electrode 
means for introducing a compressional Wave signal having 
a predetermined phase pattern into each body, and elec 
trode means interconnected and spaced ̀ along said bodies 
for extracting the pattern of said signal from said bodies. 

10. An electromechanical signal delay line comprising 
a plurality of bodies of piezoelectric material, signal in 
put electrodes in contact with one portion of each body 
introducing a signal of predetermined phase pattern into 
said bodies, and interconnected electrode means for ex 
tracting said signal from said bodies. 

11. An electromechanical signal delay line comprising 
a plurality of bodies of homogeneous piezoelectric ma 
terial, signal input electrodes in contact with one portion 
of each body, and a plurality of signal output electrodes 
in contact with other spaced portions of each body and 
interconnected to provide a predetermined delay. 

12. An electromechanical signal delay line comprising 
a plurality of elongated rods of homogeneous piezo 
electric material, signal input electrodes in contact with 
one portion of said rods on opposite sides of the longi 
tudinal axis thereof, and a plurality of pairs of signal 
output electrodes in contact with other spaced portions 
of said rods on opposite sides of the longitudinal axis 
thereof `and interconnected to provide a predetermined 
delay. ~ 

13. An electromechanical signal delay line comprising 
an elongated body of piezoelectric material, a central 
electrode surrounded by said body land coaxial there 
with, and a plurality of annular electrodes encircling 
said body. 
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14. A system comprising a group of Wave energy 

transducer elements arranged in a ñxed pattern, one of 
a group of compressional wave energy delay lines con 
nected, respectively, to each of said transducer elements, 
said delay lines comprising a body of piezoelectric ma 
terial, signal input means in contact with one portion of 
said body, signal output means in contact with another 
portion of said body, and `a plurality of output signal 
channels fed by said delay lines. 

15, A system comprising a group of wave energy trans 
ducer elements, a plurality of signal channels intercon 
necting said elements, each of said channels comprising 
a unitary body of piezoelectric material, signal input 
means in contact with one portion of said body, a plu 
rality of signal output means in contact with other por 
tions of said body, and a plurality of output signal chan 
nels fed by said signal output means. 

16. A system comprising a group of wave energy trans 
ducer elements, `a plurality of signal channels intercon 
necting said elements, each of said channels comprising 
an elongated body of piezoelectric material, signal input 
means in cont-act lwith one portion of said body, signal 
output means in contact with other portions of s-aid 
body, and means comprising a plurality of said output 
means for selecting a particular channel dependent upon 
the desired signal phase relation of said transducer ele 
ments. 

17. A system comprising Áa plurality of electromechani 
cal unitary vibratory rods including input and output 
transducer means cooperating with each of said rods, 
signal input means connected to said input transducer 
means, a plurality of signal output means connected to 
said output transducer means, and commutator-type 
switching means for sequentially sampling said signal out 
put means. 

18. A system comprising a plurality of homogeneous 
electromechanical vibratory rods, input transducer means 
comprising field producing means cooperating with one 
portion of said rods adapted to introduce signal energy 
into said rods, output transducer means comprising ñeld 
producing means cooperating with another portion of 
said rods for picking off signal energy from said rods, 
and commutator means having a movable element and 
a plurality of commutator segments sequentially coupled 
thereto, each of which segments Ábeing coupled to said 
output transducer means. 

19. A system comprising a plurality of electromechani 
cal unitary vibratory elements, signal input means coupled 
to one portion of said elements and interconnected in a 
manner adapted to introduce signal energy simultaneously 
into said elements, signal output means coupled to an 
other portion of said elements, and commutator means 
coupled to said signal output means. 
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